Harmonic Improvement without
Candidate Chains in Chamorro
Aaron Kaplan
This article argues that some ostensible advantages of Optimality Theory with Candidate Chains (OT-CC) over classic OT are actually liabilities. OT-CC correctly predicts that Chamorro umlaut occurs only
when trigger and target are adjacent. But OT-CC is incompatible with
similar phenomena like Central Venetan metaphony, and attempts to
modify OT-CC to produce metaphony impair the theory’s handling
of umlaut. Classic OT provides a superior approach: constraints
grounded in prominence asymmetries produce the umlaut facts, and
there is no conflict with analyses of metaphony. This result suggests
that despite OT-CC’s advancements in treatments of opacity, the theory’s machinery remains inadequate in important ways.
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1 A Puzzle in Chamorro Umlaut
In Chamorro umlaut (Chung 1983, Conant 1911, Crosswhite 1996, von Preissig 1918, Topping
1968, 1969, 1973, Topping, Ogo, and Dungca 1975), certain prefixes and particles trigger the
fronting of root-initial vowels.
(1) a.
b.
c.
d.

nána
‘mother’
túma≈ ‘house’
cúpa
‘cigarettes’
só√su√ ‘village’

i
i
i
i

n+́na
‘the mother’
tḉma≈ ‘the house’
cḉpa
‘the cigarettes’
sé√su√ ‘the village’

Umlaut-triggering morphemes typically contain front vowels themselves, but not all do, and
some prefixes and particles with front vowels are not triggers. In the Saipan dialect, canonical
umlaut occurs only if the root-initial vowel is stressed.1 The examples in (1) meet this condition
and undergo umlaut, while the forms in (2) show that the lack of root-initial stress precludes
umlaut.

I wish to thank the following people for thoughtful comments and questions that improved this article: Sandra Chung,
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reviewers, and audiences at AFLA 16 and the 2010 LSA Annual Meeting.
1
Some affixes, such as the passive-marking infix -in-, trigger umlaut regardless of the stress pattern: tul+́yka ‘to
exchange’, t-in-ı̀l+́yka ‘to be exchanged; exchanging’. As Crosswhite (1996) points out, umlaut is at least partially
morphologized. The focus here, as in most other work on Chamorro umlaut, is on the pattern exemplified by the definite
article i, among other morphemes, which seems to be the most prevalent pattern, at least in the Saipan dialect. For now
the discussion is confined to primary stress, but complications introduced by secondary stress are addressed below.
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(2) a. pulónnun
b. mundó√tu

‘triggerfish’
‘cow’s stomach’

i
*i
i
*i

pulónnun
‘the triggerfish’
pilónnun, *i pilénnun
mundó√tu ‘the cow’s stomach’
mindó√tu, *i mindé√tu

This unstressed-vowel blocking is unexpected on theoretical grounds. Positional Faithfulness
(Beckman 1999) predicts that if anything, stressed vowels (i.e., the prominent units) should resist
umlaut, not unstressed vowels.
These facts contrast with superficially similar phenomena in which the spreading feature
propagates over a potentially long distance to reach the stressed syllable. This occurs, for example,
in Central Venetan metaphony, where high vowels trigger the raising of /e, o/ in a preceding
stressed syllable (Walker 2005, 2008, 2010). If the trigger is not adjacent to the stressed syllable,
intervening vowels are also raised (except that /[, :, a/ block metaphony; see section 2.2). In
procedural terms, [Ⳮhigh] spreads leftward through certain nonlow vowels to the stressed syllable.
(3) a. No intervening syllables
kal-sé-to ‘sock (MASC.SG)’
kant-é-se ‘sing (1PL)’
‘move (1SG)’
móv-o
kantór
‘choir singer (MASC.SG)’
b. An intervening syllable
órdeno
‘order (1SG)’

kal-sḉ-ti
‘sock (MASC.PL)’
kant-ḉ-si-mo ‘sing (1PL.IMPF.SUBJ)’
múv-i
‘move (2SG)’
kantúr-i
‘choir singer (MASC.PL)’
úrdini

‘order (2SG)’

Optimality Theory with Candidate Chains (OT-CC; McCarthy 2007a,b) has a ready explanation for the patterns in (1) and (2). In this framework, unlike in classic OT (Prince and Smolensky
1993/2004),2 outputs are produced incrementally (they show ‘‘gradualness’’), so that to reach *i
pilénnun from /i pulónnun/, we must pass through the intermediate stage i pilónnun. But each
step must improve the form’s performance on the constraint ranking (‘‘harmonic improvement’’),
and i pilónnun does not do this: spreading has not reached the stressed syllable, so the constraint
responsible for attraction-to-stress remains unsatisfied, and at the same time, a new faithfulness
violation is introduced. Since the requisite intermediate step does not show harmonic improvement,
the entire derivation is blocked, and umlaut fails. But when stress is root-initial, the first spreading
step satisfies the attraction-to-stress constraint. Since /i túma≈/ N i tı́ma≈ shows harmonic improvement, umlaut is allowed.
This article argues that despite OT-CC’s ability to produce the data presented above, this is
the wrong approach to take. The same gradualness and harmonic improvement requirements that
correctly block umlaut in (2) also incorrectly prevent metaphony in (3b), and revisions to the
architecture of OT-CC (Walker 2008, 2010) to account for Central Veneto render the theory
incapable of producing Chamorro’s umlaut.
2
By classic OT, I broadly mean versions of OT without candidate chains: the theory put forth by Prince and
Smolensky (1993/2004) supplemented with Correspondence Theory (McCarthy and Prince 1995), Alignment (McCarthy
and Prince 1993), Positional Faithfulness (Beckman 1999), and so on.
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In contrast, a classic OT analysis that takes umlaut to be triggered solely by stress-adjacent
prefixes and particles accounts for the umlaut facts while also permitting an analysis of Central
Venetan metaphony. This analysis of umlaut is rooted in the observation that umlaut requires an
immediately pretonic prefix or particle, which is an especially weak unit in Chamorro: as a
nonroot, it is morphologically nonprominent, and immediately pretonic syllables show signs of
weakness in the language. Thus, umlaut is a strategy for compensating for these extremely weak
elements and can be motivated with a Positional Licensing constraint (Walker 2001, Zoll 1998a,b).
The gradualness and harmonic improvement requirements are central to OT-CC, and at first
glance, Chamorro umlaut provides striking confirmation of these devices. But as the analysis
presented below shows, we need not take refuge in OT-CC to produce (the appearance of) their
effects. If phenomena that seem to reflect these requirements can be derived in classic OT in
a principled fashion, a significant argument in favor of OT-CC is undermined. OT-CC offers
improvements over classic OT in the treatment of derivational opacity, but in doing so it imposes
limitations on operations that hinder analysis of umlaut and metaphony. In contrast, classic OT,
with no limitations on operations, offers a more satisfactory treatment of these phenomena. An
investigation of umlaut has little to say about opacity itself, but by examining OT-CC’s opacitydriving mechanisms in other areas in which they are ostensibly applicable, we can learn more
about the suitability of these mechanisms for phonological theory in general and perhaps discover
areas for further improvement that opacity itself cannot reveal.
The argument proceeds as follows. Section 2 fleshes out the OT-CC analysis of umlaut
sketched above, and section 3 gives the details of Walker’s (2008, 2010) modification of OT-CC
designed to account for Central Veneto. That proposal, while necessary to produce (3b), undermines OT-CC’s account of umlaut. Section 4 develops an analysis of umlaut in classic OT that is
compatible with Walker’s (2005) approach to metaphony (also in classic OT). Section 5 considers
remaining issues, and section 6 contains discussion and conclusions.
2 OT-CC, Umlaut, and Metaphony
2.1 An Analysis of Chamorro Umlaut
In OT-CC, which is related to Harmonic Serialism (Prince and Smolensky 1993/2004), surface
forms are produced step by step in a derivational fashion rather than in one fell swoop as in
classic OT. Formally speaking, output candidates are chains: ordered n-tuples that instantiate the
initial, intermediate, and final stages in the generation of a surface form. The first member of the
chain must always be the most harmonic fully faithful parse of the input—we can add syllabification, and so on, but we cannot incur faithfulness violations on this step. Subsequent steps accumulate changes until the surface form is reached. Chains are further subject to two requirements,
gradualness and harmonic improvement, that are the focus of this article. We will see in this
section that these requirements conspire to block umlaut in the forms in (2) but not in (1). A third
requirement, best violation, is discussed below.
Gradualness essentially requires a candidate chain to make just one change at a time. Formally, each noninitial step retains all the faithfulness violations of its predecessors and adds just
one more violation of a ‘‘basic’’ faithfulness constraint. In other words, adjacent forms in a
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chain must be minimally different,3 with a monotonic increase in unfaithfulness. To illustrate,
(4) presents some potential chains for umlaut.
(4) a. 具i túma≈, i tḉma≈典
b. **具i pulónnun, i pilénnun典
c. 具i pulónnun, i pilónnun, i pilénnun典

(one violation of IDENT[back])
(two violations of IDENT in one step)
(one violation of IDENT per step)

Strictly speaking, the initial member of each chain should have no stress since forms like i
túma≈ violate IDENT(stress) and are thus ineligible chain initiators. The chain for i tı́ma≈ is more
accurately 具i. tu.ma≈, i. tú.ma≈, i. tḉ.ma≈典 (plus additional steps for irrelevant vowel quality
alternations, and so on, that I abstract away from; see Chung 1983), with only syllabification
added in the first step. Since stress assignment is tangential to the point at hand (in both Chamorro
and Central Veneto), I will simplify matters by assuming underlying stress. I will further simplify
representations by not showing syllabification.
The chains in (4a) and (4b) each contain two members: the fully faithful form (modulo
stress) and the surface form. The former is a well-formed chain in that the second member of
the chain incurs just a single additional violation of IDENT compared to its predecessor. The latter
is not a well-formed chain since the lone step introduces two violations of IDENT. (I follow
McCarthy (2007a,b) in using two asterisks to mark an invalid (rather than merely suboptimal)
chain.)
The chain in (4c) is appropriately gradual. Here there are two steps, with [ⳮback] spreading
to one new vowel in each step. If we are to attempt to produce umlaut in this form, we must use
the chain in (4c) because it is the only gradual option, although we will see shortly that this chain
is invalid on other grounds.
The other relevant restriction on chains is harmonic improvement, which requires each noninitial item in a chain to be more harmonic than its immediate predecessor. Construction of a
chain proceeds as follows. The most harmonic fully faithful form becomes the first member of
the chain. Gen subsequently supplies a set of forms that minimally differ from the fully faithful
form as dictated by gradualness. For example, Gen might produce a set of forms that all violate
IDENT[back] once, plus a set of forms that violate MAX once. For the IDENT[back]-violating forms,
Gen consults Eval and determines which such form is most harmonic. This form becomes the
second member of one chain. (This is the best-violation requirement: a chain member that introduces a violation of a faithfulness constraint F must instantiate the most harmonic way of violating
F.) The same thing happens with the MAX-violating forms: the most harmonic one becomes the
second member of a competing chain. Construction of a chain therefore involves a loop between
Gen and Eval, with potential new chain members constantly being checked against the constraint
ranking.
Crucially, a form is added to a chain only if it is more harmonic than the immediately
preceding member of the chain. If fiⳭ1 in a chain 具 . . . fi , fiⳭ1 , . . . 典 is not more harmonic than
fi , the chain is invalid.
3

Exactly what counts as ‘‘minimally different’’ is the subject of ongoing research. See McCarthy 2007b.
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To determine whether the gradual chains in (4) show harmonic improvement, we must have
a constraint ranking. Umlaut is plausibly an attraction-to-stress phenomenon, although I will argue
against this position below. Walker (2005) develops Positional Licensing constraints (Walker
2001, Zoll 1998a,b) to account for such phenomena. One family of these constraints requires
‘‘indirect licensing’’ of elements in weak positions (codas, unstressed syllables, etc.) by concurrent
membership in strong positions (see also Itô 1988, Lombardi 1994, Steriade 1995). In this vein,
I adopt the constraint in (5), to be revised below.
(5) LICENSE ([ⳮback]prefix , ´ )
[ⳮback] in a prefix or particle must be associated with a stressed syllable.
To produce umlaut, this constraint must outrank IDENT[back]. How do the gradual chains in (4)
fare against this ranking? Beginning with 具i túma≈, i tḉma≈典, in the u N i change, IDENT[back]
is violated, but, as the tableau in (6) shows, this violation buys satisfaction of the higher-ranking
constraint. The chain is therefore harmonically improving since the second member of the chain
is more harmonic than the first.4
(6)

/i túma≈/
a. i túma≈

LIC([ⳮback]prefix , ´ )

IDENT[back]

*!

☞ b. i tı́ma≈

*

Thus, 具i túma≈, i tḉma≈典 is a valid chain: it is both gradual and harmonically improving.
Before turning to 具i pulónnun, i pilónnun, i pilénnun典, we should ensure that 具i túma≈, i tḉma≈典
is not just valid, but also optimal. One way to proceed is to ask whether our existing chain can
be lengthened. As (7) shows, adding another spreading step is not harmonically improving and
is therefore ruled out. That is, **具i túma≈, i tḉma≈, i tḉm+≈典 is invalid.
(7)

/i túma≈/
☞ a. i tı́ma≈
b. i tı́m+≈

LIC([ⳮback]prefix , ´ )

IDENT[back]
*
**!

What about chains that spread [Ⳮback] from the root to the stem, producing *u túma≈?
Under the current ranking, 具i túma≈, u túma≈典 is harmonically improving, and in fact would be
favored by Positional Faithfulness since *u túma≈ preserves the backness of a stressed vowel
while i tı́ma≈ does not.
We can render 具i túma≈, u túma≈典 invalid by splitting IDENT[back] into IDENT[ⳮback] and
IDENT[Ⳮback] (Pater 1999) and ranking the latter over LICENSE([ⳮback]prefix , ´ ). Now 具i túma≈,
u túma≈典 is not harmonically improving.
4
McCarthy (2007b) notes that while OT-CC does not evaluate each member of a chain separately from the rest of
the chain, classic OT tableaux like the one in (6) are still useful in assessing harmonic improvement.
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(8)

/i túma≈/

IDENT[ⳮback]

LIC([ⳮback]prefix , ´ )

☞ a. i túma≈

IDENT[Ⳮback]

*

b. u túma≈

*!

Other strategies for satisfying LICENSE([ⳮback]prefix , ´ ) are easily ruled out; for example, deletion
of the definite article i is blocked by a high-ranking MAX.
Finally, consider the chain 具i túma≈典 with just one member. As (9) shows, it is less harmonic
than 具i túma≈, i tḉma≈典. It therefore appears that the intended winner, 具i túma≈, i tḉma≈典, is
actually the optimal chain under this analysis.
(9)

/i túma≈/

IDENT[ⳮback]

LIC([ⳮback]prefix , ´ )

☞ a. 具i túma≈, i tı́ma≈典

IDENT[Ⳮback]
*

b. 具i túma≈典

*!

Turning to i pulónnun, 具i pulónnun, i pilónnun, i pilénnun典—the only gradual chain for this
form—is not harmonically improving. As (10) shows, the second member of the chain incurs a
new violation of IDENT[Ⳮback] without improving performance on the Licensing constraint relative to the first member of the chain.
(10)

/i pulónnun/

LIC([ⳮback]prefix , ´ )

☞ a. i pulónnun

*

b. i pilónnun

*

IDENT[Ⳮback]

*!

Consequently, **具i pulónnun, i pilónnun, i pilénnun典 is invalid because it contains an invalid
subchain. IDENT[ⳮback] rules out the alternative **具i pulónnun, u pulónnun典, and other constraints
that limit the range of viable LICENSE-satisfying strategies in i tı́ma≈ similarly block alternative
strategies for i pulónnun.
The two conceivable ways of producing umlaut with noninitial stress are ruled out by OTCC’s architecture. OT-CC, then, correctly predicts local spreading (i tı́ma≈ ) and prevents longdistance spreading (i pulónnun). In contrast, a classic OT analysis that uses the ranking above
cannot prevent long-distance umlaut ( marks the winner and (☞) marks the correct candidate).
(11)

/i pulónnun/

LIC([ⳮback]prefix , ´ )

(☞) a. i pulónnun

*!

b. i pilónnun

*!

c. i pilénnun

IDENT[Ⳮback]

*
**

Classic OT permits the fell-swoop mapping /i pulónnun/ N *i pilénnun, which OT-CC’s
gradualness blocks. Furthermore, foot structure cannot be called on to limit spreading: both Klein
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(2000) and Flemming (1994) argue that Chamorro is a trochaic language, at least in the default
case, so with footings such as i (tı́ma≈) and i (n+́na), the claim that umlaut is foot-constrained
is not tenable. Recall also that Positional Faithfulness is no help here since it would only penalize
spreading to stressed syllables and permit spreading through unstressed syllables.
At this point, umlaut appears to be exactly the kind of phenomenon that calls for (constructs
like) the gradualness and harmonic improvement restrictions. OT-CC produces umlaut using a
member of a well-motivated constraint family, and the local nature of umlaut is an automatic
consequence of the theory. OT-CC provides an explanation for the unstressed-vowel blocking
effect in that the chains required for long-distance umlaut are either not harmonically improving
or not gradual, and therefore ineligible for consideration.5
To summarize, OT-CC offers an elegant account of Chamorro umlaut that resolves the
‘‘anti–Positional Faithfulness’’ nature of the phenomenon through the gradualness and harmonic
improvement requirements. The next section examines Central Venetan metaphony, where OTCC does not have such an easy time.
2.2 The Incompatibility of Metaphony and OT-CC
Walker (2008, 2010) shows that the same factors that preclude long-distance umlaut in OT-CC
also incorrectly rule out metaphony in Central Veneto. I illustrate the point with úrdini ‘order
(2SG)’ from (3b). The chain for this form must be 具órdeni, órdini, úrdini典 because **具órdeni,
úrdini典 is not gradual. Following Walker (2005, 2008, 2010), metaphony is triggered by the
constraint in (12).
(12) LICENSE([Ⳮhigh]posttonic , ´ )
[Ⳮhigh] in a posttonic syllable must be associated with a stressed syllable.
As (13) shows, the first step in the gradual chain is not harmonically improving. Just as in
(10), long-distance spreading is impossible because the violation of the Licensing constraint is not
alleviated by spreading to the intervening unstressed vowel. The subchain **具órdeni, órdini, . . . 典 is
not harmonically improving and is consequently invalid. OT-CC predicts that both umlaut and
metaphony should be exclusively local.
(13)

/órdeni/

LIC([Ⳮhigh]posttonic , ´ )

a. órdeni

*

(☞) b. órdini

*

IDENT[high]

*!

5
McCarthy (2007a) advances a view of feature spreading in OT-CC in which such operations require two derivational
steps. The target of assimilation loses its underlying feature, violating MAX[feature], and a feature on a neighboring
segment spreads to that segment, violating NO-SPREAD[feature]. The results of this section are preserved under this
interpretation: i tı́ma≈ comes from the chain 具i túma≈, i t´ ma≈, i tḉma≈典: spreading to the stressed vowel satisfies
Licensing and creates , a high vowel specified as both [ⳮback] and [Ⳮback], and then the [Ⳮback] feature of that
vowel is removed to satisfy constraints against multiple or conflicting feature specifications on a segment. But **具i
pulónnun, i plónnun, . . . 典 does not satisfy LICENSE([ⳮback]prefix , ´ ). It is not harmonically improving and is still ruled
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Replacing LICENSE([Ⳮhigh]posttonic , ´ ) with a gradient Alignment (McCarthy and Prince 1993)
constraint would render this chain harmonically improving. If the constraint requires [Ⳮhigh] to
be aligned with the stressed syllable, 具órdeni, órdini, . . . 典 is harmonically improving because the
second member incurs just one violation of Alignment (counting by syllables) to its predecessor’s
two. Thus, long-distance spreading can proceed step by step, with each step removing one Alignment violation.
Unfortunately, this approach predicts that when the stressed vowel is an ineligible target for
spreading, [Ⳮhigh] will spread as close to the stressed syllable as possible so as to minimize
Alignment violations. The relevant test cases involve /[, :, a/, which block metaphony. When
the stressed syllable contains one of these vowels, neither it nor the intervening vowels undergo
metaphony. Likewise, when /[, :, a/ fall between the trigger and the stressed syllable, metaphony
is blocked (Walker 2008, 2010).
(14) Stressed vowels ineligible for raising
tát-o
‘cat (MASC.SG)’
ántol-o

‘angle (MASC.SG)’

áxen-o

‘donkey (MASC.SG)’

p[´ rset-o ‘peach (fruit) (MASC.SG)’

tát-i
*tút-i
ántol-i
*ántul-i
áxen-i
*áxin-i
p[´ rset-i
*p[´ rsit-i

‘cat (MASC.PL)’
‘angle (MASC.PL)’
‘donkey (MASC.PL)’
‘peach (fruit) (MASC.PL)’

(15) Intervening ineligible vowels
la(v)ór-a-v-a ‘worked, was working (1SG.IMPF.IND)’
la(v)ór-a-v-i ‘worked, was working (2SG.IMPF.IND)’

*la(v)úr-a-v-i

The Alignment approach would favor the chain *具ántol-o, ántul-i典, for example, which is
harmonically improving because it reduces Alignment violations. The Licensing analysis correctly
predicts no spreading at all here because spreading to the intervening syllable and no farther does
not eliminate the Licensing violation. (Also, McCarthy (2003) argues against gradient Alignment
constraints on a variety of empirical grounds, and other researchers have argued that gradient
Alignment is excessively powerful (Eisner 1997, Potts and Pullum 2003).)
Walker (2008) also rules out an approach whereby the final vowel’s [Ⳮhigh] feature is copied
onto the stressed vowel in one step, skipping the intervening vowel so as to satisfy Licensing
immediately (16a). In a subsequent step (16b), the feature is also copied onto the intervening
vowel to satisfy a constraint against the gapped configuration in (16a). Under this analysis, OTCC incorrectly predicts that when the intervening vowel is ineligible for raising, metaphony can
skip over that vowel—the derivation will stop at (16a) and simply refrain from undertaking the
step in (16b). As (15) shows, this does not happen.

out. Reversing the order of events is no help: deleting the target vowel’s [back] feature before spreading (i.e., **具i
pulónnun, i pIlónnun, i pilónnun, . . . 典) still doesn’t satisfy Licensing and involves apparently unmotivated feature deletion.
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ú r d e
|
[Ⳮhi]i
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n i
|
[Ⳮhi]i

ú r d i n i
|
|
|
[Ⳮhi]i
[Ⳮhi]i [Ⳮhi]i

Walker points out a way to reconcile OT-CC with the facts of metaphony by altering the
gradualness requirement. Her revision of gradualness, which no longer bans the harmonically
improving chain 具órdeni, úrdini典, is the topic of the next section, where we will see that in
modifying OT-CC to account for metaphony—as we must do if OT-CC is to be a viable theory—we ruin its elegant account of umlaut.
3 A Revision of the Gradualness Requirement
The reason OT-CC, as formulated by McCarthy (2007b), cannot account for long-distance metaphony is that the gradualness requirement (which I will call strict gradualness) prevents the
grammar from considering the only available harmonically improving chain, namely, 具órdeni,
úrdini典. To correct this problem, Walker (2008) develops a modified version of the gradualness
requirement that I will call relaxed gradualness. The essence of the proposal is that an element
in a candidate chain may incur multiple new violations of a single basic faithfulness constraint
if all of these violations are necessary to improve markedness at a single locus. The restrictions
on multiple violations in one step (they must all be violations of the same faithfulness constraint
and in service of markedness reduction at just one point) preserve OT-CC’s functionality in other
domains that need not concern us here.
Under relaxed gradualness, 具órdeni, úrdini典 is now permissible despite two new violations
of IDENT[high] in one step because both violations are necessary to remove the final vowel’s
violation of LICENSE([Ⳮhigh]posttonic , ´ ). That is, the final vowel is the locus of the Licensing
violation, and incurring multiple IDENT violations at once to repair that violation is allowed. OTCC can now produce long-distance metaphony. The tableau in (17) confirms that 具órdeni, úrdini典
is harmonically improving and superior to **具órdeni, órdini典, which is still not harmonically
improving.
(17)

/órdeni/

LICENSE([Ⳮhigh]posttonic , ´ )

a. órdeni

*!

b. órdini

*!

☞ c. úrdini

IDENT[high]

*
**

Unfortunately, relaxed gradualness also permits 具i pulónnun, i pilénnun典 for Chamorro, with
two violations of IDENT[Ⳮback] incurred in one step so as to satisfy LICENSE([ⳮback]prefix , ´ ).
OT-CC now incorrectly predicts umlaut since *i pilénnun is more harmonic than i pulónnun.
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(18)

/i pulónnun/

LIC([ⳮback]prefix , ´ )

(☞) a. i pulónnun

*!

b. i pilónnun

*!

c. i pilénnun

IDENT[Ⳮback]

*
**

The problem is that under relaxed gradualness, we need not include the illicit subchain
**具i pulónnun, i pilónnun典 in our attempt to produce *i pilénnun. Relaxed gradualness permits
harmonically improving fell-swoop chains that are necessary for Central Veneto but toxic for
Chamorro.
In modifying the theory so as to account for metaphony, we have eliminated any advantage
OT-CC had over classic OT in an analysis of umlaut. It appears that under the analyses developed
so far, OT-CC can account for either umlaut or metaphony, but not both. This result does not
reveal a fatal flaw in Walker’s relaxed-gradualness proposal (which seems entirely warranted
given the facts of Central Veneto) so much as it exposes a drawback to the OT-CC framework as
a whole. Both gradual and fell-swoop phenomena exist, so the OT-CC effort to achieve analytical
elegance by restricting the range of possible derivations along this dimension is too inflexible.
One solution to the impasse is to allow a choice between the two kinds of gradualness. Strict
gradualness is available to Chamorro and the results of section 2.1 are preserved, but the relaxedgradualness analysis of Central Veneto is also permitted. Such a move would weaken OT-CC
considerably and introduces its own problems.6 It essentially makes two versions of Gen available,
which is at odds with the intended universality of certain OT constructs like Gen and Con. Such
a choice between versions of Gen would also exclude the possibility that a single language could
exhibit both Chamorro-like and Central Veneto–like processes. I know of no specific examples
of this sort, but such a language does not seem implausible.
The solution I propose in the following section is that we return to classic OT, where metaphony can be produced with LICENSE([Ⳮhigh]posttonic , ´ ). To account for umlaut, we simply need
a constraint other than LICENSE([ⳮback]prefix , ´ ), one that takes stress to be the trigger of umlaut
rather than the target. This constraint will motivate umlaut in exactly the right contexts, so we
have no need for OT-CC’s restrictions to explain the distribution of umlaut.
4 Classic OT: Stress as the Trigger of Umlaut
In this section, I present an analysis of umlaut in classic OT that relies on a new Positional
Licensing constraint, namely, one that requires only immediately pretonic [ⳮback] features to be
associated with the root.7 The crucial observation behind this analysis is that umlaut occurs when
the underlying host of the spreading [ⳮback] feature meets two conditions: it must be both (a)
in a prefix or particle (henceforth, simply prefix) and (b) immediately pretonic (henceforth, pretonic). Both properties are loci of weakness in Chamorro.

6

Thanks to an anonymous reviewer for helpful discussion of these issues.
For alternative OT analyses of umlaut, see Crosswhite 1996 and Klein 2000; and for a critique of these approaches,
see Kaplan 2008b.
7
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Prefixes, and affixes more generally, are morphologically weak compared to roots. Roots
are ‘‘prominent positions which license more contrasts than other non-prominent positions’’ (Urbanczyk 2006:194; see also Beckman 1999, Kaplan 2008a, McCarthy and Prince 1995, Steriade
1995).
Some umlaut triggers are uncontroversially prefixes, and the particles that trigger umlaut
share relevant properties with them. They are function morphemes, and, as clitics, they are not
phonologically independent units. With respect to the definite morpheme in particular, Chung
(1983:50) observes that ‘‘i gives no evidence of being a separate phonological word, despite the
fact that it is traditionally written as such.’’ It therefore seems safe to treat these particles as
prefixes for present purposes. Thus, the source of spreading in umlaut is morphologically weak.
Pretonic syllables also show evidence of weakness in Chamorro. Stress clash is generally
tolerated in the language: mı́nè√kanu≈ ‘abounding in food’, +́dòmmu≈ ‘to punch one another’,
ké≈ùcan ‘to be about to rain’. But the syllable immediately before primary stress cannot bear
stress. Illustrating this fact requires examining the language’s prosodic and morphological systems.
Stress in Chamorro falls on the penult by default, though there are many lexical exceptions
with stress in other positions. All suffixes, however, relocate primary stress to the penultimate
syllable. When this happens, the primary stress in the unsuffixed form is preserved as secondary
stress.8
(19) swéddu
‘salary’
iné√√ulu≈ ‘peeping’
mḉmantç̀ka ‘abounding in fat’

swèddunmámi ‘our (EXCL) salary’
inè√√uló≈«a
‘his peeping’
‘more abounding in fat’
mç̀mantiká«a

Chung (1983) accounts for this with the cycle. On the first cycle, the bare stem receives
primary stress (e.g., swéddu). On the next cycle, when the suffix is added, a new primary stress
is placed on the penult, and old stresses are demoted (swèddunmámi). However, cyclic secondary
stress fails to appear when it would immediately precede primary stress.
(20) swéddu ‘salary’
nána
‘mother’
túma≈
‘house’
túma≈
‘house’
sá√an
‘to say’
finalátu ‘running’
bapót
‘ship’
matátu ‘clothes’

sweddómmu
nanáhu
tumá≈mu
i tumá≈«a
sa√áni
finalatú«a
bàpotnḉha
màtatú«a

‘your (SG) salary’
‘my mother’
‘my house’
‘his house’
‘to say to’
‘his running’
‘their ship’
‘his clothes’

It appears that Chamorro actively avoids prominence on (immediately) pretonic syllables.
We might think of this as an effort to ensure that stressed syllables contrast as much as possible
with surrounding (and specifically preceding) syllables. Rachel Walker (pers. comm.) suggests

8
Chamorro also has rhythmic secondary stress, which appears on alternating syllables to the left of primary stress.
I ignore that complication for the moment but return to it below.
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that destressing creates a sharp rise in intensity, and so on, at the onset of primary stress compared
to the more gradual rise that a ` ´ sequence would entail. This makes the locus of primary stress
more easily recoverable. In any case, it is clear that pretonic syllables represent a prominence
trough in Chamorro.9
Weakening of both immediately and nonimmediately pretonic vowels is well attested crosslinguistically. In Irish, ‘‘a short vowel immediately before the accented syllable may be elided’’
(Ó Siadhail 1989:23). In Chi-Mwi:ni, syllables to the left of the phrasal antepenultimate syllable
(or the penult if it is heavy) are shortened (Kenstowicz and Kisseberth 1977): nu mba ‘house’
N numba√khulu ‘large house’. Selkirk’s (1986) interpretation of this fact is that the antepenultimate syllable is stressed, and vowels to its left are reduced. (It should be noted, however, that
Kisseberth and Abasheikh (1974) show that accent does not always fall on the syllable that must
bear stress for the analysis to work.)
Similarly, Nevins and Vaux (2008), citing personal communication with José Olḉmpio Magalhães, characterize the optional raising of pretonic (immediate or not) vowels in Brazilian Portuguese as vowel reduction. One consequence of the optional nature of raising is that vowels farther
away from the stressed syllable raise only if all the vowels closer to stress also raise. That is,
reduction of the immediately pretonic vowel is a prerequisite for the reduction of other vowels,
suggesting that the immediately pretonic syllable is especially weak.
Finally, various Italian dialects have reduction and harmony phenomena that specifically
target vowels to the (not necessarily immediate) left of stress (Maiden 1995). For example, in
some dialects, /o/ raises to u in just this position.
Chamorro umlaut, therefore, exhibits a ‘‘worst of the worst’’ effect (Padgett 2002, Smolensky
2006). While nonprominence is permitted in the language (we see prefixes and pretonic syllables,
after all), positions at which these dimensions of weakness converge—pretonic prefixes—are
subject to special conditions in that their [ⳮback] features must seek special licensing. We can
capture this with a new Positional Licensing constraint.
(21) LICENSE([ⳮback]pretonic , Root)
[ⳮback] in a pretonic syllable must be associated with the root.
This constraint addresses both dimensions of weakness in that it requires prosodically weak
elements to be in a morphologically strong position. It is violated only by a [ⳮback] feature that
appears (exclusively) in a pretonic affix. If the [ⳮback] feature is not pretonic, it is obviously not
subject to the constraint. If it is not in an affix (i.e., if it is in a root), it automatically satisfies
the constraint.
LICENSE([ⳮback]pretonic , Root) requires a fundamental shift in our view of umlaut. Stress now
becomes the trigger for spreading, not the target. Whether or not umlaut is motivated depends
on the position of stress, and the Licensing constraint requires association with the root, not the
9
An anonymous reviewer suggests that rather than revealing a weakness in pretonic syllables, (20) shows that
Chamorro simply distinguishes secondary-primary clash from primary-secondary clash, banning the former. I do not think
these interpretations are incompatible. My only aim here is to show that Chamorro actively targets pretonic syllables for
weakening, whether through clash avoidance or some other mechanism.
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stressed syllable. Of course, the stressed syllable ends up as the de facto target because it’s the
nearest root syllable in umlaut contexts, but this is merely a coincidence. From this perspective,
umlaut is not an attraction-to-stress phenomenon like metaphony, although it still belongs in the
broader category of attraction to prominence.
LICENSE([ⳮback]pretonic , Root) does not distinguish prefixes from suffixes, yet umlaut only
occurs with prefixes. This may not be problematic in practice because a pretonic suffix syllable
appears to be impossible in Chamorro. Since all suffixes create penultimate primary stress, a
pretonic suffix syllable would have to occur in a word with either a trisyllabic suffix or a threesyllable sequence of suffixes. To my knowledge, no such configurations exist. It would also be
simple to modify the constraint so that it requires pretonic [ⳮback] features to be linked to a rootplus-suffix morphological unit, like the ‘‘macrostem’’ common to Bantu verbal morphology.
With LICENSE([ⳮback]pretonic , Root) in place, umlaut is now motivated in classic OT only
when stress is root-initial. As (22) shows, umlaut is still produced in i tı́ma≈.
(22)

/i túma≈/
a. i túma≈

LIC([ⳮback]pretonic , Root)

IDENT[Ⳮback]

*!

☞ b. i tı́ma≈

*

c. i tı́m+≈

**!

Complete faithfulness is ruled out by the Licensing constraint, and spreading to just the rootinitial syllable is the least costly way of satisfying Licensing. Other constraints mentioned above,
such as IDENT[ⳮback], rule out alternative strategies like regressive spreading.
In contrast, umlaut is not produced when stress is not root-initial.
(23)

/i pulónnun/

LIC([ⳮback]pretonic , Root)

IDENT[Ⳮback]

☞ a. i pulónnun
b. i pilónnun

*!

c. i pilénnun

*!*

This time, the fully faithful candidate does not violate LICENSE([ⳮback]pretonic , Root): the
pretonic syllable is already part of the root, and the prefix syllable is not pretonic. Spreading in
this case only introduces gratuitous violations of IDENT. With LICENSE([ⳮback]pretonic , Root), we
have derived the appearance of the harmonic improvement and gradualness requirements without
recourse to OT-CC. It appears that umlaut occurs only when each step in the spreading process
improves the form’s harmony, but this is due to the specific demands of LICENSE([ⳮback]pretonic ,
Root) rather than to OT-CC’s harmonic improvement restriction.
As a final example, consider (24). Here, umlaut fails despite the presence of an immediately
pretonic front vowel. As in (23), the reason is that the faithful form already satisfies LICENSE
([ⳮback]pretonic , Root), this time because the pretonic [ⳮback] feature is already contained within
the root. Thus, only prefixes are umlaut triggers.
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(24)

/mı̀mantiká-«a/

LIC([ⳮback]pretonic , Root)

IDENT[Ⳮback]

☞ a. mı̀mantiká«a
b. mı̀mantik+́«a

*!

Since we have produced umlaut in a theory that allows fell-swoop candidates, a straightforward account of metaphony is also available. LICENSE([Ⳮhigh]posttonic , ´ ) is still at our disposal,
so Walker’s (2005) analysis in classic OT remains viable. The effect of this constraint is shown
in (17); though that tableau was intended to show part of an OT-CC evaluation, it serves equally
well as a classic OT tableau.
Nothing stops us from importing LICENSE([ⳮback]pretonic , Root) into an OT-CC account of
umlaut with relaxed gradualness. Such a move would allow OT-CC analyses of both umlaut and
metaphony. The chain 具i pulónnun, i pilénnun典, which is permitted by relaxed gradualness, is not
harmonically improving under the LICENSE([ⳮback]pretonic , Root) analysis, as an examination of
(23) reveals. We can adopt Walker’s (2008) analysis of Central Veneto with relaxed gradualness
without putting the analysis of umlaut in peril.
At this point, though, the ‘‘candidate chains’’ part of the theory does no work. Umlaut is
prevented in i pulónnun not by gradualness and harmonic improvement, but by the nature of the
umlaut-inducing constraint. The seemingly inherent advantage OT-CC had over classic OT in an
analysis of umlaut is gone: both now rely on the same formalism to restrict spreading. Moreover,
the original impetus behind relaxed gradualness is the need to circumvent OT-CC’s strict gradualness requirement to produce metaphony. The OT-CC analyses of umlaut and metaphony judiciously avoid the unique formal mechanisms that the theory provides. There is no reason to use
OT-CC at all at this point: the restrictions central to OT-CC have become at best formal annoyances
(under relaxed gradualness) and at worst analytical impediments (under strict gradualness).
Of course, this result has no bearing on the ability of OT-CC to account for derivational
opacity, which was the original motivation for gradualness and harmonic improvement. Nonetheless, if these requirements constitute the correct approach to opacity, their effects should be visible and of use in other parts of the grammar. Instead, what we see in the case at hand is that the
mechanisms of OT-CC must be weakened and avoided to such an extent that phenomena that
seem to support OT-CC must receive treatments that do not invoke OT-CC’s machinery after all.
Umlaut is not alone in this regard: since relaxed gradualness is necessary to accommodate metaphony, failure to spread to a nonlocal target (as in nasal spreading in Vimeu Picard (José and
Auger 2004, McCarthy 2006)) can never be attributed to gradualness and harmonic improvement,
even though that is exactly the kind of spreading those constructs are designed to block. OT-CC
still has an advantage over classic OT in the realm of opacity, but the current analysis suggests
that OT-CC’s particular approach to opacity may not be the best one in that its applicability to
other domains of phonology is suspect.
A potential concern is the apparent complexity of LICENSE([ⳮback]pretonic , Root), which
references both prosodic and morphological information. But this constraint uses only independently verifiable prominence asymmetries, and it conforms to the template for Positional Licensing
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constraints established by work such as Walker 2005: it identifies the element subject to licensing
([ⳮback]), the conditions under which it must be licensed (pretonicity), and the licenser (the root).
Furthermore, LICENSE([ⳮback]pretonic , Root) need not be taken as an atomic constraint. It is possible
to construct it from two prominence hierarchies, one stating that affixes are weaker than roots,
and the other encoding the fact that pretonic syllables are the prosodically weakest positions in
Chamorro (Kaplan 2008b,c). As the issue is tangential to the topic at hand, I will not discuss the
details here.
Unlike the OT-CC analysis of umlaut, the classic OT analysis attributes umlaut’s behavior
entirely to independent cognitive, perceptual, and acoustic considerations. Thus, this section reinforces the conclusion of other research (e.g., Archangeli and Pulleyblank 1994, Flemming 2002,
Hayes 2004, Kaplan 2010, Kirchner 1998, Nḉ Chiosáin and Padgett 1997, Padgett 2003, Pater
1999, Steriade 1994) that a phonetically informed theory is more satisfactory than one that relies
solely on abstract formal machinery (e.g., Hale and Reiss 2000). The current investigation suggests
that a phonetically informed theory not only provides insight into phenomena’s motivations, but
also offers better empirical coverage.
To summarize this section, while we saw above that OT-CC encounters difficulty accounting
for both Chamorro’s umlaut and Central Venetan metaphony under the assumption that both are
attraction-to-stress phenomena, classic OT easily accounts for both processes once umlaut is
correctly identified as an attraction-to-root phenomenon. The constraints derived from this overhaul are also available to OT-CC, but once they are adopted, the theoretical machinery specific
to OT-CC no longer plays a role in the analysis. This leads to the undesirable conclusion that
while OT-CC offers machinery with potential applicability to a range of phenomena, that apparatus’s actual utility is apparently confined to opacity. Umlaut at first looked tailor-made for OTCC, but achieving more comprehensive coverage requires eliminating the very properties that
made the theory appealing in the first place.
5 Remaining Issues
The analysis of umlaut developed here covers only the central properties of the phenomenon.10
Other aspects of umlaut are tangential to the point at hand but ultimately deserve closer scrutiny.
For example, cyclic secondary stress optionally triggers umlaut:11 i tı́ma≈nı́ha⬃i tùma≈nı́ha
‘their house’ (from the root túma≈ ‘house’). Interestingly, this holds also for vowels whose stress
has been deleted because of the clash prohibition: i cupá«&⬃i cipá«a ‘his cigarettes’ (from the
root cúpa ‘cigarettes’). But rhythmic secondary stress, which appears (roughly) on alternating
syllables to the left of primary stress, does not permit umlaut: i pùtamunéda ‘the wallet’ (*i
pı̀tamunéda). Both Chung (1983) and Crosswhite (1996) appeal to transderivational relationships
and capitalize on the fact that umlaut-triggering vowels without primary stress correspond to
vowels in related output forms that do bear primary stress. Alternatively, within the framework
employed above, we might adopt LICENSE([ⳮback]pre-` , Root) to motivate umlaut with secondary
10

I am grateful to an anonymous reviewer for raising many of the questions addressed in this section.
This optionality is confined to the Saipan dialect, according to Chung (1983). Other dialects obligatorily exhibit
umlaut here.
11
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stress. Ranking this constraint variably (e.g., Anttila 1997) with respect to IDENT[ⳮback] will
produce the optionality of this sort of umlaut. Couched within a stratal OT analysis of the sort
developed for Chamorro in Kaplan 2008b, LICENSE([ⳮback]pre-` , Root) can motivate umlaut after
cyclic secondary stress is assigned but before clash resolution and rhythmic stress assignment.
Furthermore, some prefixes without front vowels trigger umlaut (dónni≈ ‘hot pepper’, fa≈dénni≈ ‘to make hot sauce’), and some prefixes with front vowels do not: túnto≈ ‘to know’, ké≈tùnto≈ ‘try to know’, *ké≈-tı́nto≈ (from Klein 2000:108; the root-initial cyclic secondary stress
should permit umlaut here). Various approaches to each kind of prefix are possible. For example,
fa≈- may come with a floating [ⳮback] feature (Kaplan 2008b). As for ké≈-type prefixes, a lexically
indexed Alignment constraint (Pater 2007) can prevent spreading of their [ⳮback] features. Alternatively, under the stratal approach taken in Kaplan 2008b, ké≈- might be affixed after umlaut
occurs (though this would require other modifications, as the analysis’s only postumlaut level is
postlexical). It is also tempting to capitalize on the fact that ké≈- attracts primary stress and is
thus not weak and needs no licensing. In fact, the other front-voweled prefix provided by Klein
(2000) that does not trigger umlaut is +́- ‘each other’, also with primary stress. But Chung (1983)
states that mı́- ‘abounding in’ is an umlaut trigger, so primary stress is not a perfect predictor of
trigger status. (Notice also that the Licensing analysis requires spreading for all pretonic prefixes,
whether stressed or not.)
The analyses of umlaut and metaphony require different loci (pretonic and posttonic syllables,
respectively) to be weak, and since the analyses require different Licensing constraints, they are
not as unified as one might hope. Both phenomena are produced by Positional Licensing constraints, but it would be desirable to have a more developed theory of weakness. Ideally, the same
LICENSE WEAK-F constraint would motivate both umlaut and metaphony, with the nature of the
weak position, the licenser, and the feature that spreads being predictable from other properties
of the languages. Clearly, the theory of Positional Licensing is not yet at this stage, and getting
there may require information (such as phonetic details of each language’s weak positions) that
is not currently available.
Similarly, neither analysis has an explanation for the cooccurrence in each language of
weakness in a particular position and a high-ranking Licensing constraint that targets that position.
Such a coincidence would ideally follow from the LICENSE WEAK-F theory, but there is currently
no formal indication that Central Veneto with Chamorro’s Licensing constraint (or vice versa)
would be at all unusual. (And perhaps it isn’t unusual: presumably there are many loci of weakness
in each language, but they are not all subject to Licensing requirements.)
6 Conclusion
OT-CC addresses several shortcomings of classic OT by reintroducing stepwise derivations. Supporting this framework requires identifying phenomena that need OT-CC’s derivationally oriented
constructs such as gradualness and harmonic improvement. Chamorro umlaut and Central Venetan
metaphony present an interesting contrast in this regard. Umlaut seems to be just the sort of
phenomenon OT-CC was designed for, while Central Veneto is incompatible with (the original
version of) OT-CC, and modifying OT-CC to produce metaphony damages the simple account
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of umlaut. In other words, taking a wider typological view reveals that OT-CC’s simple account
of umlaut does not rest on a sound footing.
I have argued in this article that umlaut is best understood not as an attraction-to-stress
phenomenon, but as spreading to the root under the right stress conditions. Viewed in this way,
the facts of umlaut no longer favor OT-CC: the lack of long-distance umlaut is a consequence
not of gradual spreading’s failure to obey harmonic improvement, but of the absence of the
necessary umlaut-triggering conditions. LICENSE([ⳮback]pretonic , Root), which is a functionally
grounded member of the well-motivated family of Positional Licensing constraints, produces a
pattern that appears to reflect OT-CC’s derivational restrictions without actually imposing that
theory’s machinery. Harmonic improvement and gradualness are epiphenomena.
OT-CC’s principal aim is to achieve an understanding of derivational opacity in a parallel
framework. The present study does not address this issue at all, and in light of classic OT’s welldocumented problems with derivational opacity, OT-CC may ultimately prove the preferable
theory. The argument, then, is not that derivational restrictions are unnecessary in phonological
theory, but that OT-CC’s particular implementation of such constructs is deficient in an important
respect. In this sense, the current investigation is less about classic OT versus OT-CC than it is
about the kinds of restrictions theoretical frameworks can fruitfully impose upon operations;
classic OT and OT-CC simply represent extreme positions on this issue. Since classic OT can
generate the appearance of gradualness and harmonic improvement, OT-CC’s advantages may
not be as great as an initial comparison suggests. While derivational opacity seems to require
greater power to regulate operations, umlaut and metaphony point toward less power. If derivationlike properties are necessary to account for opacity—whether or not it involves OT(-CC) specifically—they must be designed in a way that is compatible with both long-distance and strictly
local feature spreading.
Nor do I mean to suggest that OT-CC cannot account for umlaut and metaphony simultaneously—it can, as noted above. But doing so requires diluting OT-CC’s unique properties and
invoking additional machinery that does the work that those unique properties were intended to
do. This is surely not a desirable state of affairs. Descriptive adequacy is only one desideratum,
and the fact that OT-CC can account for umlaut and metaphony does not mean that those accounts
are satisfactory.
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